Math 10E                                   Project – Designing a Logo 


For this project you will use your knowledge about transformations to create a logo that relates to an imaginary company. 

Part 1 – What makes a good logo?

Here you will be expected to brainstorm and create a list detailing the characteristics of  a good logo.
 

Part 2 – Creating a company and Designing a Logo (Rough Draft)

Using the Preparation Activity worksheet you will invent a company name as well as brief description of your company. In addition, you will provide and rough sketch of you logo and explain its significance to the company. You will need to consider the type of product your fictional company provides when thinking of an appropriate logo.

*Important Notes on Logo Design*

-	Your logo should include, but is not limited to 4 transformations ( at least 1 of each of the following; translation, reflection, rotation and dilatation)
-	Be sure to keep in mind characteristics of a good logo from part 1.



Part 3 - Designing a Logo (Final Draft)

You will now use The Geometer’s Sketchpad® software to create an electronic version of  your logo . You will be required to submit your logo both electronically and as a hardcopy printout. Your hardcopy should take up the better part of an 8.5”x11” piece of paper.

You will also submit your preparation worksheet for review.





See Evaluation Rubric on backà 








Scoring Rubric- Designing a Logo


CATEGORY
4
3
2
1
Mathematical Concepts 
Logo includes at least 4 transformations including 1 of each of the following, translation, reflection, dilatation, rotation 
Logo includes at least 4 transformations, but not 1 of each of the following, translation, reflection, dilatation, rotation.
Logo includes 3 transformations with 3 different types of transformations.
Logo includes 3 transformations or fewer and they do not represent different types of transformations.
Use of Technology
Student was able to effectively use technology to create a logo that  incorporated geometric transformations
Student was able to use technology to create a logo that incorporated some geometric transformations. 
Student was able to use technology to create a logo but did not incorporate geometric transformations.
Student  was unable to use technology to create a logo. 
Connection between Logo and Company Objectives 
Explanation is detailed and clear  and demonstrated a logical connection to their company.
Explanation is clear and there is some connection to the company. 
Explanation is a little difficult to understand, but includes critical components, with some connection to the company.
Explanation is difficult to understand, with no connection to the company. 
Creativity 
Logo incorporates most of the characteristics of a good logo (original ideas, use of shapes, good use of color, etc).
Logo incorporates  many of the characteristics of a good logo (original ideas, use of shapes, good use of color, etc).
Logo incorporates  some of the characteristics of a good logo (original ideas, use of shapes, good use of color, etc).
Logo incorporates few of the characteristics of a good logo (original ideas, use of shapes, good use of color, etc).
Completion 
All components of project (worksheet, electronic logo, and printed logo) are complete.
Only 1 of the components of the project (worksheet, electronic logo, and printed logo) is incomplete or missing.
Only 1 of the components of the project (worksheet, electronic logo, and printed logo) is complete. 
All components of the project (worksheet, electronic logo, and printed logo) are incomplete.


